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Summary
Vision and haptics have different limitations and advantages because they obtain information by different
methods. If the brain combined information from the
two senses optimally, it would rely more on the one
providing more precise information for the current
task. In this study, human observers judged the distance between two parallel surfaces in two withinmodality experiments (vision-alone and haptics-alone)
and in an intermodality experiment (vision and haptics
together). In the within-modality experiments, the precision of visual estimates varied with surface orientation, as expected from geometric considerations; the
precision of haptic estimates did not. An ideal observer
that combines visual and haptic information weights
them differently as a function of orientation. In the
intermodality experiment, humans adjusted visual and
haptic weights in a fashion quite similar to that of the
ideal observer. As a result, combined size estimates
are finer than is possible with either vision or haptics
alone; indeed, they approach statistical optimality.
Results
The precision of perception varies in everyday settings.
For example, changes in viewing distance, lighting, and
motion affect the ability to estimate object properties
visually. Consider estimating the distance between two
parallel planar surfaces. When the surfaces are parallel
to the line of sight (Figure 1A), visual estimation is
straightforward: the retinal angle between the projections of the two surfaces is measured and scaled for
distance. In this case, the error in estimating intersurface
distance should increase in proportion to viewing distance. When the surfaces are perpendicular to the line
of sight (and transparent; Figure 1B), visual estimation
is more difficult: now one must measure binocular disparity between the surfaces and scale for distance. Because of the geometric relationship between disparity
and relative distance, the error in estimating intersurface
distance should increase in proportion to the square of
viewing distance. Thus, we expect visual judgments of
intersurface distance to be more precise in the former
than in the latter case [1, 2]. If the observer estimates
the intersurface distance haptically (active touch), she
rotates the wrist to place the finger and thumb in the
appropriate orientation. The proprioceptive and efferent
signals from the digits as they contact the surfaces are
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similar in the parallel and perpendicular cases; so, in
this situation, the precision of haptic estimates should
not vary with orientation (see [3] for a counter example).
Suppose the observer looks at and feels the surfaces
simultaneously. The principle of maximum likelihood
(ML) prescribes the strategy for combining visual and
haptic estimates that produces the estimate of lowest
variance [4–8]. If the visual and haptic estimates are
independent and normally distributed, that strategy is
weighted summation
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where ŜV, ŜH, and ŜVH are the visual, haptic, and combined estimates, respectively. The ws and s are the
weights and standard deviations of the estimates, respectively. According to this model, the combined estimate is shifted toward the estimate of lower variance.
Thus, if the visual estimate is more precise than the
haptic, the optimal combined estimate would be closer
to the visual size. If the visual estimate is less precise
than the haptic, the optimal combined estimate would
be closer to the haptic size. The variance of the combined estimate is
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which is lower than the haptic and visual variances.
Thus, the optimal combination is more precise than either vision or haptics alone [7, 8].
Do humans combine vision and haptics optimally? To
find out, we varied the orientation of two parallel surfaces and had people judge the distance between the
surfaces. We first asked whether precision varies with
surface orientation when only visual information is available (as expected from the viewing geometry), and
whether precision is constant across orientation when
only haptic information is available (as expected from
hand mechanics). Then, from the within-modality measurements (vision-alone and haptics-alone), we determined the optimal weights (Equation 1) for intermodality
(visual-haptic) measurement. We then conducted a visual-haptic experiment to determine whether humans
combine information across the senses in a statistically
optimal fashion.
The visual stimuli were random-element stereograms
of two parallel planes under three orientations—parallel,
oblique, and perpendicular—relative to the line of sight.
The haptic stimuli were created by using force-feedback
devices, one each for the index finger and thumb. The
visual and haptic stimuli were superimposed in the workspace. Observers could not see their hand.
Within-Modality Experiment
In a two-interval, forced-choice procedure, observers
reported which of two 750-ms presentations contained
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Figure 1. Estimating the Distance between Two Parallel Surfaces
(A and B) For vision, the task is presumably easier on the left (surfaces parallel to the line of sight) than on the right (perpendicular). For touch,
the difficulty is presumably similar in the two cases.
(C and D) The diagrams below are stereograms depicting the visual stimuli. To view them, converge or diverge the eyes.

the stimulus with the larger intersurface distance. The
size of one stimulus, the standard, was always 50 mm;
the size of the other, the comparison, varied. The experiment was conducted in two blocks: vision-alone and
haptics-alone. Figure 2 shows the results, averaged
across observers. Figures 2A and 2B show the proportion of trials for which the comparison was judged as
larger than the standard as a function of the comparison
distance. The slopes of cumulative normals fitted to the
data correspond to the precision of the within-modality
judgments: steeper slopes indicate greater precision.
As expected, precision with vision-alone was highest
when the surfaces were parallel to the line of sight and
lowest when they were perpendicular. Also, as expected,
precision did not vary with orientation in the haptics-

alone condition. The just-noticeable differences (JNDs)
are plotted in Figure 2C. JNDs for vision alone increased
as orientation changed from parallel to perpendicular;
haptic JNDs did not change.
Intermodality Experiment
We next asked whether the brain fully utilizes visual and
haptic information when both are available. Specifically,
does vision receive more weight than haptics when the
surfaces are parallel to the line of sight, and does haptics
receive more weight than vision when the surfaces are
perpendicular? We presented visual and haptic information specifying intersurface distance. To determine the
weights, we introduced a discrepancy between the visually and haptically specified distances.

Figure 2. Results of the Within-Modality Experiment
(A and B) The proportion of trials in which the comparison was judged as larger than the standard as a function of the comparison’s intersurface
distance. Red, green, and blue symbols and curves correspond to data from the parallel, oblique, and perpendicular conditions, respectively.
(A) and (B) show the data from the vision-alone and haptics-alone conditions, respectively. The curves are cumulative normals that best fit
the data once averaged across the five observers.
(C) Observed JNDs (1 SD of the cumulative normals in [A] and [B]) as a function of surface orientation. Error bars are ⫾ 1 SE.
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Figure 3. Results of the Intermodality Experiment
(A–C) The proportion of trials in which the no-conflict stimulus was judged as larger than the conflict stimulus is plotted as a function of the
intersurface distance in the no-conflict stimulus. The data have been averaged across observers. (A), (B), and (C) show the data for conflict
pairings (visual-haptic) of {47, 53}, {50, 50}, and {53, 47} mm, respectively (3 of the 7 conflicts). The red, green, and blue symbols are data from
the parallel, oblique, and perpendicular conditions, respectively. The curves are cumulative normals that best fit the averaged data. PSEs are
the values of the no-conflict stimulus for which the observer reports that it is larger than the conflict stimulus half the time. Those values are
indicated for the parallel, oblique, and perpendicular conditions by the red, green, and blue arrows, respectively.
(D) Predicted and observed PSEs plotted as a function of the visually specified distance (lower abscissa) or haptically specified distance
(upper abscissa) in the conflict stimulus. The diagonal gray lines show the predicted PSEs if vision or haptics completely dominated the
combined percept. PSEs predicted by the ML combination rule (Equation 1) are represented by the colored lines (derived from the withinmodality data averaged across observers). The circles represent the observed PSEs, averaged across observers. (The effect of stimulus
orientation on PSEs was highly significant, p ⬍ 0.01, as indicated by multiple regression of the PSE data on intersurface distance and stimulus
orientation, R2 ⫽ 0.93. PSEs for individual observers are shown in Figures S1 and S3 in the Supplemental Data).

Two 750-ms stimuli, no-conflict (SV ⫽ SH) and conflict
(SV ⬆ SH), were presented in random order. Observers
indicated the one containing the larger intersurface distance. Figure 3 shows the results; Figures 3A–3C show
the proportion of trials in which the no-conflict stimulus
was judged as larger than the conflict stimulus as a
function of the no-conflict size. The psychometric functions and points of subjectively equal size (PSEs) were
shifted toward the visual size in the parallel condition
and toward the haptic size in the perpendicular condition. These shifts are consistent with the expectation
that vision will dominate the judgment when the visual
variance is lower than the haptic variance and that the
reverse will occur when the visual variance is higher.
We next examined how closely the visual-haptic data
conformed to the predictions of ML combination. Using
the visual and haptic variances (V2 and H2 ) measured
in the within-modality experiments, we calculated the
predicted PSEs (Equation 1); these are represented by
the colored lines in Figure 3D. If vision completely domi-

nated the visual-haptic percept, the visually specified
distances of the conflict and no-conflict stimuli would
have to be physically equal to be perceived as equal;
the data would have a slope of 1. Similarly, complete
haptic dominance would yield data with a slope of ⫺1.
If neither vision nor haptics completely dominated, the
PSEs would fall between the diagonals. The ML prediction
is closest to visual dominance when surface orientation
was parallel to the line of sight because visual estimates
were most precise in that condition. The prediction
shifted toward haptic dominance when the stimulus was
perpendicular because vision was less precise than haptics in that condition (Figure 2). The data points represent
the observed PSEs. The agreement between predicted
and observed PSEs is very good. The best-fitting slopes
for observed and predicted PSEs are 0.65 (SE ⫽ 0.04)
and 0.67 for the parallel condition, 0.31 (⫾0.09) and 0.115
for the oblique, and ⫺0.25 (⫾0.20) and ⫺0.21 for the
perpendicular condition. The observed and predicted
PSEs are statistically indistinguishable, except in the
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Figure 4. Precision of Distance Estimates in the Intermodality Experiment
(A and B) Observed and predicted JNDs plotted as a function of surface orientation. Black points and lines represent observed JNDs in the
within-modality experiment (see also Figure 2). Cyan points and lines represent predicted JNDs, and purple points and lines represent observed
JNDs in the intermodality experiment. (A) shows the averaged data from all conditions. (B) shows the averaged data from the smallest conflicts
(1.5 mm or less). Error bars are ⫾1 SE. The observed intermodality JNDs are significantly smaller than the smallest within-modality JNDs in
the oblique and perpendicular conditions (p ⬍ 0.05, z scores of their differences are 2.15 and 2.07). In the parallel condition, however, the
observed intermodality JND is indistinguishable from the visual JND (z score of their difference is ⫺0.58).
(C) Observed and predicted JNDs for each observer from the smallest conflicts. The red, green, and blue symbols represent data from the
parallel, oblique, and perpendicular conditions, respectively, for individual observers. The solid diagonal is the line of perfect agreement. The
dashed line is a least-squares linear fit to the observed JNDs. It has an intercept of 0.66 mm and a slope of 1; it indicates that, on average,
humans are 0.66 mm less precise than ideal. The correlation between the predicted and observed is 0.85; by the estimate of Pugh and Winslow
[20], the probability of 15 measurements of 2 uncorrelated variables yielding such a correlation is less than 0.0005.

oblique condition, where vision was given too much
weight relative to prediction. Overall, the PSEs suggest
that the brain is nearly optimal statistically in taking
varying visual precision into account. One cannot, however, determine from average responses (such as PSEs)
whether the variability of the combined estimate is reduced relative to the vision-alone and haptics-alone estimates. To examine this, we looked at how discrimination thresholds (JNDs) were affected.
An observer following the ML combination rule would
make finer discriminations when vision and haptics were
both available than when only one was (Equation 2). The
precision is given by the JND (slope of psychometric
function, Figure 3). Figures 4A and 4B plot observed
within-modality JNDs and predicted and observed intermodality JNDs. Figure 4A includes all the data from the
intermodality experiment. The observed thresholds in
that experiment were similar to or lower than the visual
and haptic thresholds in the within-modality experiments, but the observed thresholds were not quite as
low as predicted. This may have resulted from occasional awareness of the discrepancy between the visual
and haptic stimuli. Perhaps such awareness caused observers to adopt a less-than-optimal strategy (such as
switching between only the visual or only the haptic
percept when the conflict was noticeable, [7]). To test
this, we reanalyzed the data by using only trials in which
the conflict was 1.5 mm or less. Figure 4B shows the
result: the observed thresholds were closer to the predictions. (See Figure S2 in the Supplemental Data available with this article online for further analysis.)
Figure 4C shows the predicted and observed JNDs
for small or zero conflicts for each observer and each
stimulus orientation. The good agreement between predicted and observed shows that individual differences
in intermodal discrimination can be largely explained by
behavior in the within-modality experiments.

The finding of close correspondence between observed
and predicted thresholds shows that humans combine
visual and haptic information in a fashion that allows
finer discrimination than is possible from either sense
alone. Indeed, by the criterion of discrimination capability, the combination approaches statistical optimality.

Discussion
We have shown that the nervous system acts as if it
reassigns the weights of visual and haptic estimates
when the reliability of the visual estimate changes. A
similar argument has been made in other domains: perception of depth, slant, and curvature from eye position
and vertical disparity [9–13], depth from texture and
motion [14], shape from disparity and texture [15, 16],
and perception of hand position from proprioception
and vision [2, 17]. These reports either did not make
quantitative predictions about the combined percept or
used free modeling parameters to fit the data. Only two
measured the component reliabilities separately, used
those measurements to generate quantitative predictions with no free parameters, and then compared these
predictions quantitatively with empirical observations
[8, 18]. Both of those studies used artificial manipulations of sensory reliability. We employed a natural cause
of variation in visual estimates: the correlation between
surface orientation and measurement error in estimating
intersurface distance [1, 2]. Because this correlation is
ubiquitous in everyday perception, observers in our
study were more likely to use commonplace rather than
ad hoc strategies. The fact that nearly optimal cue integration was observed in all three studies suggests that
the phenomenon is pervasive.
The observed and predicted PSEs in our experiment
were very similar (Figure 3D), but the observed and pre-
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dicted JNDs differed consistently (Figures 4A and 4B).
(A sign test for paired samples showed that the medians
of observed and predicted JNDs in Figure 4C are different, p ⫽ 0.007, and that the medians of observed and
predicted PSEs are not, p ⫽ 0.435; see Figure S1 in the
Supplemental Data). If the PSEs and JNDs come from
the same experimental measurements, how could one
set of predictions match so closely while the other fell
consistently short? There are at least two possibilities.
First, the weights applied by the brain are themselves
variable. And, second, the noises associated with the
visual and haptic estimates are correlated.
Consider the first possibility. The ML rule assumes
fixed weights for each experimental condition, but the
weights in a biological system probably vary over time,
even within a condition. If the weights were variable,
but on average optimal (Equation 1), the PSEs would be
unaffected because they are determined by the system’s average response. Variable weights would, however, cause a JND increase because they are determined
by trial-by-trial variability. In a Monte Carlo simulation,
we determined how much weight variation would be
needed to increase the JNDs to the observed values.
We rewrite Equation 1:
ŜVH ⫽ N(wV, wV) ⫻ N(ŜV,v) ⫹ N(wH,wH) ⫻ N(ŜH,H),

(3)

where N(, ) represents a normally distributed random
variable with mean  and standard deviation ; wV and
wH are the means, and wV and wH are the standard
deviations of the weight distributions, respectively. We
set V and H to the values measured in the withinmodality experiment (JNDs in Figure 2) and set wV and
wH according to Equation 1. We then found the values
of wV and wH that increased JNDs to the observed
values. With wH and wH ⬇ 0.02, the predicted and observed JNDs were equal, and the PSEs did not change.
Now consider the second possibility. When visual and
haptic noises are correlated, the ML rule (Equation 1)
yields less improvement in JNDs than predicted by
Equation 2 [19], like we found. If the brain took the
correlation into account and used appropriate weights
[19], the PSEs would differ from the predictions of Equation 1, which would disagree with our results. However,
if the brain did not take the correlation into account,
and used the weights in Equation 1, the PSEs would be
the same as we observed.
Thus, our data are consistent with the ML model
(Equation 1), with small weight variation or with a small
correlation that is not taken into account.

were otherwise transparent. Because element size and density were
randomized, they were not a reliable cue to intersurface distance.
Surface areas were also randomized, so projected area and side
overlap were also not useful cues. Textures were regenerated for
each presentation. CrystalEyes shutter glasses were used to present
different images to the two eyes. The refresh rate was 96 Hz.
The haptic stimuli were generated by using PHANToM force-feedback devices, one each for the index finger and thumb. The devices
apply forces to the observer’s digits to simulate the haptic experience of 3D objects. The digits were attached to the corresponding
PHANToM with a thimble and elastic band. Observers were unaware
of the thimbles and band during the experiment. The observer’s
hand was not visible. Before, but not during, stimulus presentation,
the tips of the finger and thumb were represented visually by small
cursors; the cursors were not predictive of the intersurface distance
in the stimulus.
Observers
The same five observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
participated in all experiments. Two were unaware of the experimental purpose.
Procedure
In the within-modality experiments, two stimuli, a standard and comparison, were presented in random order in each trial. Psychometric
functions were measured with the method of constant stimuli (Figure 2). The intersurface distances were 50 mm for the standard and
44, 47, 49, 51, 53, or 56 mm for the comparison. Each pairing of
standard and comparison was presented 30 times to each observer.
Before each trial, the observer saw two spheres whose positions
indicated the orientation of, but not the distance between, the surfaces in the upcoming trial. The observer inserted the finger and
thumb into the spheres (which could be seen but not felt), and the
spheres and the cursors (representing the finger tips) disappeared.
The disappearance was a signal to start pinching. In the hapticsalone condition, the observer felt two parallel (invisible) surfaces.
The surfaces were extinguished 750 ms after both digits made contact. In the vision-alone condition, the pinch made both surfaces
visible for 750 ms (no useful haptic cue was available). Trials consisted of two stimulus presentations. After the first one, the spheres
reappeared, the observer inserted the digits, and the second presentation occurred. Observers indicated the stimulus with the apparently greater intersurface distance. No feedback was given.
In the intermodality experiment, two stimuli, conflict and no-conflict, were presented in random order on each trial. Psychometric
functions were again measured with the method of constant stimuli
(Figures 3A–3C). The visually and haptically specified distances in
the no-conflict stimuli were equal and ranged from 44 to 56 mm.
The visual and haptic distances in the conflict stimuli were {47, 53},
{48.5, 51.5}, {49.25, 50.75}, {50, 50}, {50.75, 49.25}, {51.5, 48.5}, or
{53, 47} mm. Each pair was presented 30 times. Observers indicated
which of the two stimuli contained the apparently greater intersurface distance. No feedback was given.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data including three figures are available at http://
images.cellpress.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.

Experimental Procedures
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